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He tried his hand at acting in Kaushika Ganguly's Arekti Premier Golpo (Another Love Story, 2010). In 2014, he starred in Rajesh Khanna's short film Jastar (Golden Boy). At home in India, the actor made his debut in Fatim Akhtar's film "The Bodyguard" ("Bodyguard"), where he played the role of a Sufi named Giya. In the same year, he played the
role of Jamai in the film Nightingale's Shadow (2011). In 2012, he appeared in Up Above the Sky with Biba, where he played an American astronaut. In 2014 and 2015, Kunal starred in Patel's Manadri (Apple of Love) and received awards for Best Actor. In 2016, he won the Best Actor in a Drama TV Series award at the Toronto International Film
Festival. Tahir has a sincere and sincere facial expression, and his partner actors deserve it. Kunal and Biba played in Tejor Singh's comedy film "Shaitan" ("The Devil"), where he and Biba play a classic duet - a duet of singing actors is not uncommon in Indian films. "Shaitan" was shown at the Sundance and Tribeca festivals. In 2017, Tamil Nadu

Channel launched his TV Series Friends on the Platform (Shabda Challenge, 2017) starring his friends Raj Kapoor, Pranab, Nitin, Pooja Mano and Govardhan. In 2019, Shridesh Bayar's film A Bionic Angel starring Kunal and Biba was released. The film was shot in India, UK, USA and Singapore. In 2019, Kunal participated in the TamCe channel
project about the life of the Indian diaspora from different countries. As a result, the film â€œSmileâ€� (Dream, 2021) was released, where Kunal and Aishwarya played one of the main roles. He also played the role of an Indian eminent musician in Tessayan's film Duniya Prince.Appeared in the Indian version of Black Sails as Captain "Che
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